
GENESIS EQ900



Genesis strives to make a positive difference to the lives of today’s discerning customers and 

showcases forward-looking models that embody athletic elegance. 

EQ900 – the first embodiment of Genesis’ latest advancements and flagship model – 

will emerge as an icon of product and service innovation. 

EQ900 continues to push the technological boundaries and leap forward.





The Genesis EQ900 pursues the beauty of innovation through its design with athletic elegance.

Athletic elegAnce 



Adaptive full LED headlamps_ 3D-shaped lamps with slick positioning add emotion to the car, 

and variable beam patterns help improve the safety of night-time/high-speed driving.

Crest grille_ The signature radiator grille of the Genesis expresses reverence and a strong sense 

of confidence, just like the crest of a historic family.

Flag-type outside mirrors_ Large outside mirrors shows the clear existence of a flagship 

sedan, and puddle lamps provide emotional subtlety when the doors are open.

Full LED rear combination lamps_ The harmony of refined shape and elaborate graphics 

completes the classical and charming image of the rear body.

AeSthetic AMBitiOn, 

the hArMOny Of tenSiOn And BeAuty



3.3T Prestige in Platinum Silver5.0 Prestige in Platinum Silver



huMAn-fOcuSed 
SPAce
With the best affective quality and thoughtful innovation, 

the Genesis creates everlasting value.



Real wood interior material_ We visited the areas famous for producing good timber and looked materials 

over carefully. Top grade veneer was supplied from Germany and Italy, and by integrating Germany’s veneer 

coloring techniques and Italy’s tree forming techniques, the original wood color and natural wood grain have 

been preserved to create top grade real wood material.

Real metal interior material_ Metal grilles were applied to the Lexicon premium sound system 

(17 speakers), providing a differentiated appearance and high quality sound.

Prime Nappa leather seats_ The natural feel of leather is maintained with full-grain prime Nappa 

leather through the minimization of surface treatment, and the stitch lines were developed in collab-

oration with an Austrian sewing specialty firm.

A nAturAl feel creAted By OPtiMAl MAteriAlS 

And MiniMAl PrOceSSing

Prime Nappa leather interior material_ Prime Nappa leather with real stitching was used to achieve a soft and 

high-quality texture, and exceptionally soft Nappa leather from the premium Italian leather brand Pasubio was 

used on the steering wheel.



5.0 Prestige in Chestnut Brown Interior / Vavona Real Wood

A SOPhiSticAtedly elegAnt inferiOr deSign PrOvideS 

A heightened AeSthetic exPerience.

The dignified design of the EQ900 is for those who venture about in the car, not for those who 

merely gaze upon it. Focused on inner value and satisfaction rather than ostentatious superiority, 

the EQ900 will greatly impress you wherever you are seated.



01. 12.3″ HD panoramic display_ Navigation and 

media information can be simultaneously displayed. 

Through an optimized interface, the driver can easily 

find and select a menu. In addition, 

a 3D comprehensive map guides the driver with 

exceptional precision. 

*  Terrestrial DMB supports resolution of 320X240. If the DMB service 
provider converts to a higher resolution (1,280X720) or the broadcast-
ing policy changes, terrestrial DMB may not be received.

*  Navigation map update services are guaranteed for up to 8 years 
after the purchase and may be discontinued due to company circum-
stances.

02. Center console and transmission knob_ The 

center console buttons that reflect human factors 

offer convenient handling while driving, 

and the electronic transmission knob ensures 

an easy grip. 

03. Smart posture caring system_  When you enter 

your height, weight, and seated height on the cluster 

screen, the system automatically adjusts the seat, 

steering-wheel, outside mirrors, and head-up display 

to the optimal position for your body. 

04. Head-up display_ The enhanced display size 

and resolution provide better visibility. Also, a visual 

feedback function that shows the result of a button’s 

compression (e.g. an AV button) was added. 

05. Integrated control key_ An easily controllable jog 

dial enables you to use multimedia conveniently.

Driver and passenger comfort is ensured through Modern Ergo Seats, certified by Germany’s Aktion Gesunder Rucken e.V. (Campaign for Healthier Backs) for their delicate and ergonomic design to 

minimize fatigue. The driver’s seat possesses 22-way power adjustable functionality (including a shoulder adjuster) which provides comfort even during long drives.

ergOnOMicS And AeStheticS, 

the hArMOny Of huMAn fActOrS And functiOnAlity

01

03 04 05

02

AGR Certification 

This internationally-recognized seal of approval is awarded to back-friendly seat products. A panel of orthopedists 

strictly evaluates whether a product can be comfortably adjusted and the degree to which the product’s structure 

puts pressure on the spine. The tests are conducted against all types of seats, including car seats.



5.0 Prestige in Black Mono-Tone Interior / Gray Ash Real Wood (when selecting the First Class VIP Seat)

First class VIP seat_ By analyzing the behavioral patterns of flagship sedan drivers and by benchmarking airline first class seats and a Norwegian 

recliner manufacturer, the EQ900 provides a smooth seating feel and the comfort of a blanket. Even during a long drive, the seats ensure maximum 

comfort by supporting the soft parts of your body firmly and the hard parts softly.



The simple touch of a button can maintain your desired posture comfortably, minimizing fatigue during a long drive. Based on an analysis of passengers’ movements and behavioral patterns in 

various situations, the rear seats offer an optimally comfortable experience.

A SPAce fOr huMAnS, 

the Perfect hArMOny Of technOlOgy And eMOtiOn

01 02

050403

01. Ambient mood lamps_ LED indirect mood 

lighting with 7 selectable colors was applied to crash 

pads and front/rear door trims, providing 

differentiated emotional experiences.

02. Rear seat dual monitor_ Passengers in the rear 

seats can also watch DMB or movies and can use 

navigation.

03. Rear smartphone wireless charging system_ 

Located next to the rear armrest console, the pad 

enables you to conveniently charge your 

smartphone. 

*Please check whether your smartphone model supports wireless charging. 

04. Integrated switch system for seat adjustment 

and relaxation mode_ The 14-way power adjustable 

system (including shoulder parts and headrest) helps 

you to maintain a customized and comfortable 

posture. 

05. Rear seat posture memory system_ Your 

preferred posture is saved in the system’s memory 

for convenient use later which can be called into 

action with the touch of a button.

5.0 Prestige in Beige Two-Tone Interior / Birch Real Wood



Another name for the world’s leader, 

The EQ900 limousine stands for your passion, prestige, and dignity.

eQ900 l



Another name for the world’s leader, 

The EQ900 limousine stands for your passion, prestige, and dignity.

eQ900 l



5.0 Limousine Prestige in Platinum Silver

the BeAuty Of dignified hArMOny ShOwS the PreStige 

And elegAnce Of the geneSiS.

The existence of the EQ900 limousine gets noticed first because of its dignified appearance. Flowing but powerful lines express 

dynamic as well as elegant beauty, and the dedicated semi-gloss sputtering wheels expose the limousine’s enhanced and 

differentiated luxuriousness.



Limousine sputtering wheels_ The refined lines of 19" semi-gloss sputtering wheels are used for limousines 

with supreme dignity.

Limousine B pillar_ A special area for rear seat passengers is exposed from 

the outside to boast confidence, dignity, and class.

Semi-aniline leather seats_ Semi-aniline leather seats, with minimized surface treatment to enhance 

the feel of raw leather, were used to offer an even higher level of material than prime Nappa leather.

Outside mirror chrome molding_ Glossy chrome material was added to the outside mirror 

base and to the lower cover to enhance the class of premium limousines.

SPlendOr And SOPhiSticAtiOn,

the tOP clASS liMOuSine eQ900l.



Every situation, space, move, position, and texture within the Genesis EQ900L was considered with the utmost care so that complete focus and leisure may be experienced. 

Simply experience the value that ultimate comfort brings to you!

reSPectful SPAce,

An enSeMBle Of ultiMAte cOMfOrt And technOlOgy

01 02

03

01. One-touch posture control system_ With the 

single touch of a button, you can select Relax, AV, 

Reading or Return mode that ensures your optimal 

posture depending on the situation. When you select 

the AV or Reading mode, the position of the seat is 

optimally adjusted for watching TV or reading a book. 

The Relax mode provides an ideal environment for 

relaxation, and the Return mode returns your seat to 

a basic position for ease in getting in or out of the car. 

02. B pillar mood lamps and magazine pockets_ 

The rear mood lamps with 7 selectable colors provide 

a comfortable atmosphere and sophisticated 

emotional experiences. The magazine pockets for 

storing books and newspapers etc. add to the 

convenience of the interior system. 

03. Power leg support_ Power leg support features 

can be adjusted with precision in 4 different 

directions and offer the highest sense of comfort by 

maintaining the desired position.

5.0 Limousine Prestige in Black Mono-Tone Interior / Vavona Real Wood



Mindful  
innOvAtiOn
EQ900 has raised the driving experience to a new height through offering 

considerate safety features and refined performance.



HigHway Driving assist

As a cutting-edge driving assist system that takes a step closer towards the future of autonomous driving, the 

Highway Driving Assist system brings together the functions that maintain the distance between your car and the 

car ahead you and keep your car within the lane while comprehensively analyzing GPS information. The integrated 

control system provides comfort during a long highway drive or in a traffic jam.

01. Vertical control (maintaining the distance between cars)

02. Horizontal control (staying within the lane)

03. Highway control

01 02 03

PrOgreSS tOwArdS the future Of MOBility,

geneSiS SMArt SenSe

The Genesis Smart Sense is a safe and convenient driving system that can detect and avoid 

the possibility of an accident. The technology represents a mindful innovation 

in which cars can act like humans.



Lane keeping assist system_ This is an upgraded version of the lane departure warning system (LDWS) that alerts 

the driver via the warning display and steering wheel vibration if the vehicle moves out of the lane. LKAS helps the 

driver stay within the lane by recognizing the lane ahead with the windshield camera and controlling the steering 

wheel. (The driver can select LDWS, LKAS, or the active steering system.) 

Smart blind spot detection_ The system detects a vehicle entering the driver’s blind spot or approaching 

at a high speed from behind and warns the driver to prevent a collision. If the car veers out of the lane 

and a collision with the approaching vehicle is expected, the Smart blind spot detection system works 

with the electronic stability control (ESC) system that applies breaking force to the opposite wheels to 

avoid a collision.

Smart high beam system_ When driving with the high beam headlights on, this intelligent headlamp 

system detects the lights of oncoming traffic and automatically switches to low beams. It keeps both 

you and other drivers safe on a dark road.

Advanced smart cruise control _ The system detects traffic ahead and maintains a safe distance with a set speed. 

After your vehicle stops, the system accelerates to the preset speed and keeps a safe distance (within 3 seconds) 

when the vehicle ahead starts. (ASCC includes an automatic decelerating system for safe highway driving synced 

with the navigation system.)

OPtiMAl technOlOgy,

the evOlutiOn Of A cAr AS A life cOMPAniOn



01. Driver attention alert _ This system analyzes the driver’s steering behavior and the 

vehicle location within the lane and displays the driving status based on 5 levels. If signs of 

the driver’s fatigue or inattention are detected, it provides a pop-up message and an alert 

sound to indicate that it might be time to take a break from driving.  

      

02. Pre-safe seatbelt _ This seatbelt safety system swiftly and tightly fastens passengers 

during emergency breaking, skidding, or quick turning to minimize potential damage.

03. Safety unlock _ The further upgraded safety unlock function is applied to protect 

drivers from intrusion. Press the unlock button once to unlock the driver’s door and once 

more to unlock all doors. (same as the remote control/ function set-up available via trip 

computer)

04. Automatic emergency breaking _ This system automatically alerts the driver and 

activates the brake, if necessary, when it detects pedestrians or sudden brake activation 

by a car ahead, by reading the signals from the front radar and camera.

The Genesis boasts the performance of the highest US and domestic collision safety ratings, including the small-overlap test of the US IIHS, 

thanks to the minimized impact on the passenger seats in a collision (internal test).

9-airBag system

The 9-airbag system includes the advanced airbag mechanism that controls airbag 

deployment based on the severity of a crash and passenger location.

BODy rigiDity

Utilizing a design that enhances body structure, the application of laser welding, and the 

extensive use of adhesives maximizes the effect of the advanced high strength steels and 

attains the most efficient torsional stiffness.

the evOlutiOn Of SAfety PhilOSOPhy And technOlOgy 

fOr huMAnS

The body is made of AHSS, accounting for 51.7% of the total weight of the car, to improve vehicle strength 

and ensure passengers’ safety.

*AHSS: advanced high-strength steels

01 02

0403

* Vehicle safety features (such as auto emergency breaking or AEB) are designed to help the driver avoid or mitigate collisions and stay safe on the road. Please refer to the driver’s manual for details.  



HtraC  [Electronic AWD]

Unlike the mechanical all-wheel drive (AWD) system of other brands, the Genesis’ HTRAC detects the vehicle speed and the road conditions to control the braking force 

of the left and right wheels as well as the driving force of the front and rear wheels, thus ensuring the vehicle’s stability even on a slippery road and when cornering. 

Unlike the electronic AWD systems that are limited in distributing traction force, HTRAC offers three modes that reflect the characteristics of rear-wheel and 

four-wheel drive systems and the driver can distribute the traction force as desired.

genesis 
aDaPtive COntrOL 
sUsPensiOn  

the hArMOny Of StABle driving PerfOrMAnce 

And Perfect riding cOMfOrt

The Genesis EQ900 pursues comfortable as well as dynamic driving performance. Such a harmonious 

performance ensures a balanced driving experience and high-speed stability.

The Genesis engineers studied a majority of the uneven and dangerous road conditions in Korea, including speed 

bumps and bridge conditions, in order to realize optimal riding comfort. Based on the findings, a new suspension 

technology for the EQ900 was developed. The Genesis Adaptive Control Suspension ensures both deft handling 

and riding comfort, which have been generally regarded as mutually exclusive. The performance of the new suspension 

proven at the Formula One racetrack in Korea’s Yeongam, Germany’s Nurburgring, and Hyundai’s Test Center in 

the US Mojave Desert will meet all expectations for driving under any circumstances or road conditions.



53.0425
5.0 V8 tau GDi Engine

/6,000rpm

PS
Max. power Max. torque

/5,000rpm

kg·m

40.5315
3.8 V6 lamda GDi Engine

/6,000rpm

PS
Max. power Max. torque

/5,000rpm

kg·m

52.0370
3.3 V6 lamda T-GDi Enginet

/6,000rpm

PS
Max. power Max. torque

/1,300~
   4,500rpm

kg·m

POwertrain

The three dedicated engines for rear-wheel driving, including the 3.3 V6 lamda T-GDi engine that has sufficient acceleration performance thanks to its 

efficient layout, offer driving pleasure by optimally responding to any circumstances.

nOise, viBratiOn, anD HarsHness (nvH)

Alloy wheels with hollow spoke noise reduction technology were applied to the EQ900 for the first time in Korea. In a simulated road and tunnel 

environment in a laboratory, Hyundai’s engineers tried to find out the causes of the noises that customers experience. Also, 3-layer sealers and 

soundproof glass were applied to all doors to block outside noise and vibration.

01. 3.3 V6 lamda T-GDi engine

02. 5.0 V8 Tau GDi engine
01 01 02 0302

the Perfect Blend Of SuPeriOr PerfOrMAnce 

And SOPhiSticAted Shielding deSign

Designed for stronger low-to-mid speed torque, the Genesis EQ900 provides sufficient acceleration 

performance for daily use as well as quietude akin to the atmosphere of a library.

01. Alloy wheels with hollow spoke noise reduction

02. 3-layer weatherstrips on the doors

03. Dual pane soundproof glass (front & rear & all doors)



5.0 Prestige in Platinum Silver



Integrated drive modes

Rear seat armrest adjustment control

Tower console (for first-class VIP seats)

Card-type smart key

Automatic transmission

Driver modern ergo seat (22-way adjustable)

Surround-view monitor

DVD player

7″ TFT LCD cluster

Front smartphone wireless charging system

Rear seat wing-out headrests

Analog clock

Paddle shifter

Front passenger electric lumbar support

Rear ventilated/heated seats

Rear seat headrest

Smart HVAC system

Advanced 3-zone air conditioner (including B pillar air outlet)

Electric rear side curtain & electric backlite curtain

LED crystal room lamp

LED daytime headlights

Logo pattern puddle lamp

Rear seat privacy glass

High performance braking system

Front hood top logo emblem

Trunk molding

Smart trunk

Trunk metal plate

245/50R18 Michelin tires & 18″ machine finished medium gray metallic wheels

245/45R19 (front) & 275/40R19 (rear) Continental tires & 19″ semi-matte sputtering wheels

245/45R19 (front) & 275/40R19 (rear) Continental tires & 19″ semi-matte sputtering wheels (for EQ900L)

HID Headlamps

Wheel air curtains

Ghost door closing

Lexicon premium sound system

feAtureS

*The specifications in this catalogue may vary by model and options included. For detailed specifications, please refer to the price list catalogue for the relevant month.*Please check whether your smartphone model supports wireless charging.

OPEN

CLOSE



cOlOrS cOMBinAtiOnS

5.0 Limousine Prestige (Marble White) 3.8 Luxury (Titanium Black)5.0 Prestige & 3.3T Prestige (Platinum Silver)
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○ May require a longer lead time until delivery as it is made-to-order. Vehicle buyers will be asked to sign a form acknowledging the longer lead time.

3.8 & 3.3T Luxury / Premium Luxury

Exterior

Interior

Marble White

[YW6]

Platinum Silver

[Y6S]

Graceful Gray

[E5E] 

Carbon Metal 

[N5M]

Umber Brown

[U5B]

Royal Blue

[RY5]

Titanium Black

[T5K]
Wood Grain Brown Birch Brown Oak 

Black Mono-Tone ● ● ● ● ○ ● ● ●

Brown Two-Tone ● ● ● ○ ○ ○ ● ●

Beige Two-Tone ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ● ●

3.8 & 3.3T Premium Luxury (Signature Design Selection)

Exterior

Interior

Marble White

[YW6]

Platinum Silver

[Y6S]

Graceful Gray

[E5E] 

Carbon Metal 

[N5M]

Umber Brown

[U5B]

Royal Blue

[RY5]

Titanium Black

[T5K]
Real Wood Walnut Vavona Birch Gray Ash Black Ash

Black Mono-Tone ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Brown Two-Tone ● ● ● ○ ● ○ ● ●

Beige Two-Tone ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ● ●

Indigo Blue Two-Tone ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ● ● ●

3.8 & 3.3T & 5.0 Prestige

Exterior

Interior

Marble White

[YW6]

Platinum Silver

[Y6S]

Graceful Gray

[E5E] 

Carbon Metal 

[N5M]

Umber Brown

[U5B]

Royal Blue

[RY5]

Titanium Black

[T5K]
Real Wood Walnut Vavona Birch Gray Ash Black Ash

Black Mono-Tone ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Beige Two-Tone ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ● ● ●

Indigo Blue Two-Tone ○ ○ ○ ● ○ ● ● ● ●

Chestnut Brown ● ● ● ○ ● ○ ● ● ●

5.0 Limousine Prestige

Exterior

Interior

Marble White

[YW6]

Platinum Silver

[Y6S]

Graceful Gray

[E5E] 

Carbon Metal 

[N5M]

Umber Brown

[U5B]

Royal Blue

[RY5]

Titanium Black

[T5K]
Real Wood Walnut Vavona Birch Gray Ash Black Ash

Black Mono-Tone ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ● ● ● ● ●

Chestnut Brown ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ● ● ●



interiOr cOlOrS

3.8 / 3.3T Luxury (obsidian black seat / brown birch wood grain)

3.3 / 3.8T Premium Luxury (chestnut brown seat / vavona real wood)

3.8 / 3.3T Premium Luxury (indigo blue seat / black ash real wood)

5.0 Prestige (cashmere beige seat / birch real wood)

5.0 Prestige (chestnut brown seat / vavona real wood)

BLaCk mOnO-tOne interiOr

BrOwn twO-tOne interiOr

*For specific color combinations matching different trims, please refer to the Color Combinations page.

*For specific color combinations matching different trims, please refer to the Color Combinations page.

*Only available with 3.8 and 3.3T Luxury / Premium Luxury

REAL WOOD WOOD GRAIN

REAL WOOD WOOD GRAIN

*For specific color combinations matching different trims, please refer to the Color Combinations page.

*For specific color combinations matching different trims, please refer to the Color Combinations page.

*For specific color combinations matching different trims, please refer to the Color Combinations page.

REAL WOOD

REAL WOOD

inDigO BLUe twO-tOne interiOr

Beige twO-tOne interiOr

CHestnUt BrOwn interiOr
*Available with 3.8, 3.3T, and 5.0 Prestige / Limousine 5.0 Prestige

*Not available with Limousine 5.0 Prestige

*Available with 3.8 and 3.3T Premium Luxury (signature design selection) / Prestige / 5.0 Prestige

REAL WOOD WOOD GRAIN



Service PrOgrAM

Remote control 
In the extremely hot summer or cold winter months, you can link your smartphone to the 
air conditioner or heater to set and control the temperature inside the vehicle. Enjoy a 
pleasant driving experience with BlueLink.

Concierge (paid service)
Fumbling with the navigation device while driving can be risky. With BlueLink, all you have 
to do is just push the BlueLink button and ask the operator for your destination. Then 
the destination is automatically set up, and you can continue to enjoy a safer and more 
convenient driving experience.

Safety security 
The BlueLink Center works 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. If an airbag opens due to an 
accident, the Center automatically detects your location and takes appropriate actions 
according to the situation, such as contacting the police, ambulance, insurance company, 
etc.

Vehicle management
Services include real-time trouble detection while the vehicle is running and regular 
vehicle inspections on pre-arranged dates. In the event of vehicle trouble, immediate 
professional consulting is available, and you may conveniently make reservations for repair 
at the time and location of your choice.

Navigation
Best routes suggestions based on live analysis of the road network. If the navigation 
system is unable to find a particular destination, it will automatically connect to the 
Internet and search for related information.

*  Basic service(free for 5 years from initial subscription): remote control, safety security, vehicle 
management, navigation. 

*  When the free basic service period ends, customers are switched, with their consent, to the charged 
service(KRW11,000/month).

Honors G  Concierge Honors G  Intelligent Car Care Honors G  Invitation

This is a new customer center that provides quick and convenient service to EQ900 

owners at the time and the place of a customer’s choice. We are offering differentiated 

services ranging from vehicle inquiry, driving, and maintenance to life-style care.
* Honors G Concierge: 080-900-6000

Before Service on the Move for Corporate and Group Customers

- Booking: Honors G Concierge

- Date: Select two dates of your choice (at least one month from the date of application)

- Benefits: Basic inspection, car management consulting, etc.

Free warranty (5 years, 12 km) 

- Covered parts: car body, ordinary parts, engines, and the main parts of the power transfer unit 

Vehicle checkups for customer satisfaction 

- 1 month after the release of the car, a Car Master and a specialist engineer will visit the 

customer for a vehicle checkup.
    (In the case no appointment was made, the customer will be notified 3 months after the release of the car.) 

Free replacement of vehicle supplies within a free warranty period (a set of engine oil 

and 4 main supplies)

- Contact Honors G Concierge →  pickup →  replacement and vehicle checkup →  delivery 
    * The number of times and criteria for replacement are subject to the manufacturer’s replacement policy and may vary by model.

Free blueLink membership for 5 years

-  Remote Control, Safety & Security, Car Maintenance, Driving, and other services for 5 

years from the initial purchase.

-  Concierge service is a supplementary paid service available through blueLink member-

ship Services.

Honors G Space_Haevichi Hotel & Resort Jeju 

- A dedicated leisure space within the hotel

- Honors G Floor accommodation (2 nights, including breakfast)

- Honors G Lounge service (dedicated check-in/-out, butler service, FNB, etc.)
     * Butler service: nearby tourist attractions information and booking *FNB: food & beverage

- Discount is applied to using Haevichi Hotel facilities and Haevichi Country Club.

- Booking shall be made via Honors G Concierge.

* Offered by selecting an GENESIS EQ900 golf bag or Honors G Space.

* All services except for a free warranty are provided only to the customers who purchased the vehicle for the first time and joined the BLUEmembers (individual/corporate purchasers and rental/lease service users).

* You can join BLUEmembers at one of the branches or designated dealers. For the required documentation, please refer to the Hyundai Motor Company website(www.hyundai.com).

SPecificAtiOnS

Model
Displacement

(cc)

Unladen Vehicle Weight 

(kg)
Transmission Rating

CO2 

emissions 

(g/km)

Fuel economy reported to the government (km/ℓ)

City Highway Combined

3.8 GDi 2WD 5-seats(18") 3,778 1,995 8-speed A/T 5 198 7.4 10.8 8.7

3.8 GDi 2WD (19") 3,778 2,050(4 seats)/2,030(5 seats) 8-speed A/T 5 203 7.3 10.6 8.5

3.8 GDi AWD 5-seats (18") 3,778 2,085 8-speed A/T 5 218 6.7 10.2 7.9 

3.8 GDi AWD (19") 3,778 2,120(4 seats)/2,100(5 seats) 8-speed A/T 5 218 6.7 10.2 7.9

3.3T-GDi 2WD 5-seats (18") 3,342 2,060 8-speed A/T 5 203 7.2 10.6 8.5

3.3T-GDi 2WD (19") 3,342 2,115(4 seats)/ 2,095(5 seats) 8-speed A/T 5 211 7.0 10.2 8.2

3.3T-GDi AWD 5-seats (18") 3,342 2,130 8-speed A/T 5 222 6.6 9.7 7.8

3.3T-GDi AWD (19") 3,342 2,185(4 seats)/2,165(5 seats) 8-speed A/T 5 222 6.6 9.7 7.8

5.0 GDi AWD (19") 5,038 2,235(4 seats)/2,215(5 seats) 8-speed A/T 5 239 6.1 9.5 7.3

5.0 GDi AWD Limousine (19") 5,038 2,290(4 seats)/2,270(5 seats) 8-speed A/T 5 239 6.0 9.4 7.2

3,160860 1,185

5,205

3,450 (Limousine)860 1,185

5,495 (Limousine)

1,639

Unit: mm, the wheel tread is based on a 19″ wheel.

1,495

1,505 (Limousine)

1,915

1,640

3.3T

←

←

←

←

←

←

3.3 V6 Lamda T-GDi

←

3,342

370/6,000

52.0/1,300~4,500

83        

5.0

←

←

←

←

1,640

1,639

5.0 V8 Tau GDi

AWD

5,038

425/6,000

53.0/5,000

←

5.0

5,495

←

1,505

3,450

←

←

←

←

5,038

425/6,000

53.0/5,000

←

3.8

5,205

1,915

1,495

3,160

1,630(18")/1,640(19")

1,659(18")/1,639(19")

3.8 V6 Lamda GDi

2WD/AWD

3,778

315/6,000

40.5/5,000
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EQ900 EQ900L

구분

Overall Length (mm)

Overall Width (mm)

Overall Height (mm)

Wheel Base (mm)

Wheel Tread, Front (mm)

Wheel Tread, Rear (mm)

Engine type

Driving System

Displacement (cc)

Max. Power (PS/rpm)

Max. Torque (kg·m/rpm)

Fuel Tank (ℓ)

eQ900
JoongAng Ilbo ｜Korea Automobile Journalist Association

Twice selected as Car of the Year 2016

The images used in this brochure are intended to enhance the understanding of customers and are focused on top-end models and optional features.
The features introduced in this brochure may vary depending on trim level, package, powertrain, exterior color and other options. Please refer to the monthly price 
table for more detailed features of each model.

Please adhere to the designated speeds on the road for maximum fuel efficiency.   

- The above fuel economy was calculated based on standard driving conditions. Actual fuel efficiency may vary depending on road conditions, driving styles, cargo weight, maintenance conditions, and outside 
temperatures. - Some of the photographed vehicles in this brochure depict optional features for illustrative purposes and may differ from the actual vehicles. - The features, colors, and specifications stated in this 
brochure are subject to change based on improvements in the vehicle’s exterior or performance. - The above engine performance data is based on the net value, which is a legal requirement applied by the Ministry 
of Land, Infrastructure and Transport from 1997 onwards. To produce the data, an advanced measurement method that takes into account the resistance of vehicle emissions was used. This method may generate 
results slightly lower than those generated by existing methods based on the gross value. - The leather upholstery partially consists of synthetic leather. - The vehicle colors printed in this brochure may differ from 
the actual colors.
- Genesis is sold by Car Masters of Hyundai Motor Company’s branches and dealers only at prices uniformly applied everywhere across the country to promote fair business practices. - The failure to use authentic 
parts and oil products (including engine oil and transmission fluid) recommended by Hyundai Motor Company and/or the use of defective fuel may critically damage your vehicle - Please refer to the owner’s manual 
for details about new technologies and features stated in this brochure.

*  Please refer to the Genesis website for details (coverage, procedures, etc.). *  Tel. 080-900-6000 (Honors G Concierge)

Alleviates concerns about unexpected repair costs and car insurance premium increases 

resulting from damage to the vehicle's exterior after purchase.

genesis BODy Care ServiceS genesis virtUaL guide

Explore the key components, and functions that Genesis vehicle offers via Genesis 

Virtual Guide.

genesis BUtLer ServiceS

   - For private Genesis customer only (EQ900, G80, G70)

   -  Offer personalized consulting channel by an assigned Genesis service manager 

(9 a.m~18 p.m, Weekdays)

   -  Offer service alerts for the replacement of wearable parts/upon receipt of a 

transmission of an error code

[Key Features]
1.  AR (augmented reality) : When the camera places upon the engine compartment, 

descriptions of each component appear at its exact location. 
2.  Button scanner : A button scanner recognizes the button images in the vehicle 

interior and provides each function and feature.
3.  360 VR (virtual reality) : A 360 panoramic view VR enables users to check the interior 

and functions of a vehicle. 
4.  Dashboard : Provides explanations about each warning light, signal light, and LCD 

message.

[Download]
Search and download the Genesis Virtual Guide via 
Play Store (Android) or App Store (iOS).
Or scan the QR code provided below.

Android iOS

- For Individuals and private business owners that purchase a new GENESIS EQ900 

  directly from authorized dealers (Excludes rental, lease, and company vehicles)

- Enrollment: Application upon delivery of a new vehicle

- Repair locations : Authorized service network 

                  (service centers operated directly by the company or bluehands)

Area Body Care Basic Body Care Plus Body Care Package

Enrollment 
Fee

100,000 points 160,000 points 250,000 points

Coverage Body exterior Body exterior Body exterior (+ windshield, tires)

Coverage 
Limit

Up to KRW 1.5 million Up to KRW 1.5 million Up to KRW 1.5 million

Coverage 
Period

1 year or 20,000 km,
whichever comes first

2 years or 40,000 km,
whichever comes first

2 years or 40,000 km,
whichever comes first

Frequency 
Limits

3 times 3 times 3 times

Remarks

Windshield: 
1 time up to KRW 1 million

Tires: 
1 time, 1 tire, up to KRW 400,000

(1 year or 20,000 km, 
whichever comes first)
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